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which contributes more towards impairment of function than does
the actual defect of voluntary control which is always also in a minor
degree present.
From a study of such naturally occurring lesions and of similar lesions Subcortical
experimentally produced there has emerged the following conception
of the nature of the functional disturbance in such cases.
The part of the cerebral cortex immediately in front of the precentral
convolution is concerned not only with the patterning and the initiation
of impulses destined to produce voluntary (phasic) changes in the state
of activity of the lower motor neurones but also with such changes in
the activity of other motor centres as are essential for the unimpaired
execution of these voluntary movements.
Thus, since every voluntary movement necessarily involves a disturb-
ance of posture, the influence of those lower level mechanisms, striatal
and vestibular, which subserve the maintenance of posture must be
kept in abeyance during the execution of a voluntary movement and
reimposed after its completion. Similarly, the segmental reflexes must
be rendered responsive to those modifications of their activity through
which the voluntary or phasic changes in the state of muscular con-
traction are brought about.
These changes are mediated through connexions between the premotor
part of the cerebral cortex and the corpus striatum, the vestibular centres
and the formatio reticularis. The result of destruction of this part of
the cortex may be expressed as a release from control of these lower
level mechanisms; postural activity becomes persistently increased and
is no longer modified in accordance with the requirements of voluntary
movement, and the segmental reflexes become increased both in the
facility with which they can be elicited and in the vigour of the resultant
response.
Two other forms of motor disturbance also occasionally appear, i.e. Less common
involuntary movements unrelated to voluntary activity and an exaggera-
tion of the associated muscular contraction accompanying voluntary
movement. In a capsular hemiplegia these additional symptoms appear
presumably as the result of interruption of neurones other than those
of the pyramidal tract and which descend from the premotor cortex to
make independent connexion with lower level mechanisms in the brain
and in the spinal cord.
5.-HEMIPLEGIC SPASTICITY
In the affected limbs the muscles become persistently contracted, with
the result that they are firmer to the grasp. Greater force is necessary
to bring about passive movements of the limb segments not only because
of this pre-existent state of increased tension in the muscles but also
because stretching of any of the muscles elicits reflexly in that muscle
a state of still further increased tension.
This increase of persistent or of reflexly elicited contractions, however, Distribution

